[An effective case of liver metastasis of breast cancer treated with capecitabine + docetaxel combination therapy using vitamin B6].
Capecitabine + docetaxel combination therapy proves highly effective against the advanced or recurrent breast cancer. Therefore, it has been investigated as a first-line treatment for metastatic breast cancer. Hand-foot syndrome (HFS), a typical side effect of capecitabine, decreases the QOL of patients and sometimes prevents further medication using capecitabine. A 56-year-old woman who had liver, bone and local skin metastases two years after her left breast cancer operation, was treated with capecitabine + docetaxel combination therapy. Severe HFS disturbed the continuation of the therapy. Some other chemo-therapies were attempted after discontinuing the therapy; however, the metastases progressed. Finally, we tried to prevent HFS with vitamin B6 and started the capecitabine + docetaxel combination therapy. HFS was controlled completely. The liver tumor disappeared in MRI and CT images after 18 courses. In this case, vitamin B6 seemed to be effective to control HSF and allow continuation of capecitabine + docetaxel combination therapy.